The Relationship Between Epidemic Risk and Awareness {#Sec1}
====================================================

Current and future public health hazards do not depend only on the biological characteristics of the infectious organism and on our immune system capability of response but also on the responsible behaviour of individuals, particularly of those who are more likely to be infected. We find difficult to accurately evaluate infection risk because of the lack of data and multi-scale and multi-factorial conditions of infection events. We are able to estimate different health threats of different viral strains by comparing the binding energies of viral proteins with host membrane receptors, but it is still difficult to estimate all interaction combinatorics at the whole cell proteomics level. Recently animal models have provided important experimental data on influenza spreading. Lowen and co-authors \[[@CR22]\] have found that the influenza virus can pass between guinea pigs by means of droplet spread and was transmitted from infected guinea pigs to healthy guinea pigs housed in the same cage, an adjacent cage, or a cage placed 91 cm away. Coughing, sneezing, talking, and breathing generate a cloud of airborne particles with diameters ranging from a few mm to less than 1 μm. Alford et al. \[[@CR2]\] revealed that humans could contract influenza by inhaling an experimental small-particle aerosol containing low levels of influenza virus. We trust hospitals as safe places but they are known to originate the spread of infectious diseases in patients. Even isolation rooms equipped with advanced heating ventilation air conditioning (HVAC) systems may not be completely safe as shown in \[[@CR4]\]. Here, 3D models of the room consider different, most typical, positions of the patients. Results indicate the best conditions for high induction air inlet diffuser and the scheme of pressures imposed in the room to provide the effective means of controlling flows containing virus droplets. The authors used finite element modelling software and CAD techniques to model the isolation room under different operating conditions (negative and positive pressure of the isolation room, airflow patterns associated with different cough conditions, switch on off of the HVAC). The authors found difficult to obtain technical details of surgery theatres, probably because results could change patients awareness and highlight structural deficiencies during economic crisis. The seasonal flu infection follows an age pattern: Brownstein \[[@CR5]\] showed that influenza spread firstly in children aged 3--4 years old, then the infection involves their brothers and sisters who may have more hygienic behaviour, then their parents and with the start of the winter it spreads among the elderly who may be at greater risk. People affected by severe immune pathologies could have different infectious risks and different awareness. With age, both frailty and risk perception usually increase. A challenge task is to evaluate the probability of the emergence of new variety of pathogen strains. Although about 3,000 different viruses are nowadays known, next generation sequencing and metagenomic approaches have revealed the vast majority of the viruses on Earth is not yet characterised. Statistical bioinformatics models will be increasingly used to calculate the number of viral mutations between safety and pandemics with little population awareness due to scarce education about DNA sequences.

Putting Risk Evidences Together {#Sec2}
===============================

Expensive and complex epidemiological data are gathered and being analysed in a rather simple way that runs the risk of missing the opportunity to uncover combinations of predictive and meaningful profiles among the data. The challenge is to establish whether any causal conclusion suggested by the best fitting model is warranted by the data. Formal approaches to causal inference are needed in order to guide the researcher specifying the underlying causal assumptions, formulating the causal hypothesis in a non-ambiguous way, determining whether the data provide information to address that hypothesis. The complexly structured data, embracing molecular, subclinical and clinical, epidemiological information, social network require novel methodology to elucidate epidemics and health-related mechanisms. The multilevel data point at a huge space of causal models. The problem is not simply one of defining a suitable class of models and, within this class, to search for those models which provide the best fit but to combine the multilevel data within a study, with one type of data across studies, into multilevel data across studies. There is an increasing need to use all the available information, even with missing values, from different datasets (meta-analysis) and different dimensionality, which may be called super meta methodology.

An important approach in evidence synthesis is that of back-calculation, which is based on convolution equations; it uses reported numbers of diagnoses of a disease (say AIDS) in each calendar period, together with estimates of the distribution of time from infection to diagnosis of AIDS (the incubation period) to generate estimates of the underlying incidence of infections. Combined with information on survival, this approach allows to estimate current HIV prevalence. However, cheap diagnostic tools and medical treatments would change the actual incubation period (information ignorance). Another approach is the direct method where the general population is subdivided into mutually exclusive groups, indexed by *g*, at risk for HIV and information on the proportion of the population in each risk group, γ~*g*~, is derived from routinely collected statistics or the census \[[@CR12]\]. The task is then to estimate the number of prevalent diagnosed and undiagnosed infections in each risk group, as well as the risk group totals *RG*, which can be expressed as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$RG = \sum\limits_{g}N(\pi _{g}\gamma _{g}\delta _{g} + {\pi _{g}}_{g}(1 - \delta _{g})).$$
\end{document}$$ The direct method is not easy to implement in practice because it requires complete data from all the risk groups to compute confidence intervals for each group and the relationships between the various items of evidence. Interesting example of software is the Estimation and Projection Package \[[@CR16]\] that fits a simple infectious transmission model to the prevalence data via sampling importance resampling and generates a cluster of epidemic curves for each urban/rural and subgroup-specific sub-epidemic. A novel promising approach is that of multi-parameter evidence synthesis which offers a coherent analytical framework designed to make rational and exhaustive use of the whole body of information available \[[@CR1]\]. It constructs a formal specification of the relationships between data and parameters, which dictates how direct and indirect evidences on the parameters of interest can be integrated \[[@CR15]\].

Recent advances in cognitive science have given insights into the human brain as a rational Bayesian machine. Risk perception of a particular disease is shaped by both past events experienced by the individual and available hints from living environment at global and local scales. Given an incomplete picture *Y* ~*obs*~ of the situation, the brain performs a filling-in process of the missing details *Y* ~*miss*~ so it could come up with decisions of rational action. The inference is facilitated by assuming a single model with the relevant variables, specified by the set of parameters *Θ* with prior belief *p*(**θ**). The predictive distribution of missing details can be obtained by integrating out the parameter posterior space $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$p(Y _{miss}\vert Y _{obs}) = \int p(Y _{miss}\vert \Theta )p(\Theta \vert Y _{obs})d\Theta $$
\end{document}$$ where parameter posterior is in turn estimated from probable values of missing portion $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$p(\Theta \vert Y _{obs}) \propto p(\Theta )\int p(Y _{obs},Y _{miss}\vert \Theta )dY _{miss}$$
\end{document}$$ An approximation of this iterated scheme \[[@CR23]\] has been demonstrated to successfully uncover missing feature and relational data in the biological domain.

Perception as Human Quick Synthesis of Evidences {#Sec3}
================================================

Since the individual decision-making process is affected by the risk perception, during evolution we have developed fast decision shortcuts, called heuristics, in order to increase our survival. Heuristics are efficient cognitive processes that ignore information and enable fast decisions. Because of their cognitive limitations, humans are often unable to perform rational calculations and instead rely on error-prone heuristics; moreover, even when people could optimise, that is, to compute the best decision, they often rely on heuristics to save efforts at the price of sacrificing some accuracy. These concepts are based on the principle of an accuracy-effort trade-off: the less information, computation or time one uses, the less accurate one's judgments will be. This trade-off is believed to be one of the few general laws of the mind. It is important to evaluate the heuristics in terms of its ecological rationality environment. How do people make decisions when optimisation is out of reach? Examples of the embedded heuristics toolbox we use at individual or social levels are the recognition heuristic, which states that if one of the two alternatives is recognised, one will infer that it has the higher value on the criterion (less-is-more effect is often detected); the 1 ∕ *N* equality heuristic, which allocates resources equally to each of N alternatives; and *titfortat*, in which one cooperates first and then imitates her/his partner's last behaviour; other widely used heuristics are the imitation of the behaviour of majority and the imitation of the successful person. The last two heuristics are recognised as a driving force in bonding and group identification and therefore play an important role in our choices \[[@CR11]\]. In 1950 Herbert Simon \[[@CR27]\] first proposed that the people satisfice rather than maximise. Maximisation means optimisation, the process of finding the best solution for a problem, whereas satisficing (satisfying and sacrificing at the same time) means finding a good enough solution. This corresponds to a well-known heuristics: in order to select a good alternative (e.g. a house or a spouse) from a series of options encountered sequentially, a person sets an aspiration level, chooses the first one that meets the aspiration and then terminates the search. The aspiration level can be fixed or adjusted following experience. For Simon, humans rely on heuristics not simply because of their cognitive limitation but also because of the task environment. We often trust a person we know well as non-infected while we may judge as potentially infected a person we do not know; sometimes these decision-making processes take less than one minute. Gigerenzer has shown that simple rules, that is, decision-making tree based on fast and frugal heuristics, behave nearly the same as more complex diagnostic procedures \[[@CR32]\]. The self-diagnosis, which may correlate with the time you decide a medical visit is opportune, the choice of a doctor or of a therapy could be biased by the underlying presence of the recognition heuristics. There is a growing activity of mathematical modelling of the impact of heuristics in the theory of mind and in the ICT. Recent approaches are based on so-called ACTR (adaptive control of thought-rational) and establish analogies with an ecological model for strategy selection. In Parma during 1980s and 1990s Rizzolatti and colleagues demonstrated the existence of a mirror-matching system in the human brain \[[@CR25]\]. It is nowadays accepted that the mirror neurons system mediates the automatic imitation and empathy; in some sense they provide basis for connecting individuals' emotions. The neurophysiology of mirror neurons could possibly suggest the origin of heuristics in the imitation and processing capabilities of mirror neurons and in the spread of risk perception levels by imitation. The ancient structure of the mirror neurons could provide some explanation for some ancestral fears and overestimated risk perception such as that for snakes. It is noteworthy that the link between heuristics and neurophysiology and the link between epidemics spreading and heuristics generate a connection between epidemics and the functioning of brain regions affected by fear and conscience. This connection is also affected by reading newspapers, twitter and blogs, watching television and Youtube.

Risk Perception Modulation by Mass Media and Social Media {#Sec4}
=========================================================

Our risk perception is shaped by heuristics and more influenced by friends' recommendations than mass media channels such as newspapers and television. Nevertheless, mass media have a tremendous importance in influencing individual behaviour probably because of the concept of the wisdom of the crowds, that is, the many are smarter than the few. Mass media is influenced by commercial trends, politics and the journalistic practice, for example, an article could appear in the first page in large characters or towards the end of the newspaper in a minor section; moreover, there is a journalistic tendency to draw attention to certain features of an issue while minimising attention to others. Social media is strongly influenced by our social constrains. Robin Dunbar and collaborators have found that social networks have a cognitive limit for emotional closeness of about 150 members (albeit with significant variance around this value); within a 150-people layer, there are those you know as persons. Beyond 150, we know people only as categories; interactions are defined by rules, not personal knowledge. Kin are given preference in the network where individuals from large families have fewer friends, and there are strong same-sex preferences. Kin networks are usually more dense than friend networks, suggesting that family links are less fragile than friends (reflecting the say that blood is not water) \[[@CR8]\]. There is a widespread belief that social media have increased the amount and quality of information but also background rumours. Facebook, Twitter and other social websites have boosted the public awareness of disease outbreaks but also make it more difficult to separate facts from fiction. Many WHO experts have pointed out that social media are mixed blessing in epidemics. WHO officials reported that during the H1N1 swine flu that swept the world in 2009/2010, one of the Internet rumours was increasing your salt intake can help, consequently boosting a counteraction by WHO about the dangers of taking too much salt. Two important differences with respect to mass media are represented by specific information social networks for patients such as the website *PatientsLikeMe* and flu tracker phone or Internet-based networks which act as a quick alarm network and continuous coverage statistics on the evolution of an epidemic front. The website *PatientsLikeMe* acts as a quick self-diagnose based on symptomatic similarity and drug performance evaluation social network. The drawbacks could be mis-diagnoses and less personalised treatment (an individual takes the same drugs that have well performed for other patients disregarding his/her special conditions and past history of treatments). Although observational studies cannot meet the rigid standard of randomised clinical trials, they provide an opportunity to collect possibly useful data by capturing patients' conditions. There is more trust in people with similar conditions and the heuristics of imitating likewise people. A recent work reported that a person's overall web literacy predicts their behaviour to a significant extent. Especially for people with lower web literacy, the extent to which a web page's declared ideological perspective was consistent with their own was very important for whether a person decided to believe the information posted on that web page. In \[[@CR31]\] the authors have proposed a susceptible (S)-infected (I)-hospitalised (H)-recovered (R) model where the media function is incorporated into the model using an exponentially decreasing function:
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$$\frac{dS} {dt} = \Lambda - {e}^{-M\left (t\right )}\lambda S - \mu S + \delta R$$
\end{document}$$ where the rate of susceptibles depends on the recruited into the population *Λ* and on the media coverage over time *M*(*t*) times the constant recruitment rate, λ; μ is the natural death rate and δ is the recovery rate. This model is able to highlight different levels of beneficial effects of media coverage. M(t) depends on both the number of cases and their rate. Their model is successful in fitting some relevant data but also opens the possibility for parameter estimation. Recent work by Durham and Casman \[[@CR9]\] has taken a step towards constructing a model for SARS that is based on time series of media coverage regarding the disease and on the proportion of the population wearing face masks during the outbreak. The approach of \[[@CR9]\] demonstrates the possibility of identifying parameters of human behaviour using various data sources such as news, surveys or even search engine query data \[[@CR13]\]. Models are at the level of the intensity of single source of data acquisition; we still need to approach the variety of data acquisition.

Heuristics and Undervaccination {#Sec5}
===============================

Undervaccination is observed in both poor and wealthy communities \[[@CR30]\]. In poor countries, intensive international programmes aiming at familiarising adult primary care providers (APCPs) with vaccine-preventable diseases and the importance of using vaccines are needed in order to improve vaccination rates. Recent work shows poor familiarisation of APCPs to inform hospitalised individuals about vaccinations \[[@CR30]\]. Noteworthy, on Facebook (2011), there are more than 40,000 pages on vaccinations and more than 1200 groups; 95 % of them are negative towards vaccination; on Youtube 90 % of the 10,000 movies about vaccination are against. So the background noises for rumours have become much louder, making it so much harder to detect the really important segments. Typical reasons found in blogs are the following: *mom knows best;if vaccines caused autism, I would probably opt out of most vaccines, because most kids don't die of whooping cough or scarlet fever, but autism is forever; don't want my kids to get autism. So I will risk a deadly disease instead*. Clearly the decision is based on a heuristic approach and not on a careful reasoning which should have considered that for highly contagious viruses, like measles, about 95 % of the population need to be immunised to effectively prevent spread. In some sense the mother had not made a choice for her son only, but for everyone with whom he had come in contact. Is it reasonable that this mother's rights should include the right to have her child catch and transmit a potentially fatal infection? Peadiatricians must also take proactive precautions with the growing number of unvaccinated, potentially biohazardous children and immediately place them in an examination room away from office traffic flow. It is totally unfair to expose the rest of your patients who are trying their best to protect their children with recommended vaccines. Mathematical models have highlighted the different values of vaccination strategies and information (see for instance \[[@CR19], [@CR21], [@CR24]\]). A model with pulse vaccination has shown that the media can trigger a vaccinating panic if the vaccine is imperfect and simplified messages may result in the vaccinated mixing with the infectives without regard to disease risk \[[@CR31]\]. The perception of the individual responsibility in different context is an important factor that has not been incorporated in models.

Building Models of Risk Perception {#Sec6}
==================================

A study on the psychological responses to the 2009 H1N1 virus, \[[@CR14]\], reported significant reduction in the use of public transport, a high number of flight cancellations and a considerable amount of investment in preventative goods. Individuals undertaking such precautionary measures may succeed in reducing their susceptibility to the disease and thus potentially reduce the size of an epidemic outbreak. Despite the potentially considerable impact of behavioural changes in the population, the majority of mathematical models have only considered changes in human behaviour resulting from various public health interventions. The aim of such models is to study the effectiveness of interventions such as social distancing and the provision of treatment and prophylaxis in containing an emerging pandemic. \[[@CR33]\] have also considered the compliance with suggested interventions, mentioning that the compliance of individuals may be closely related to various demographics and that levels of compliance may vary over the course of the disease outbreak. Even in the absence of institutionally enforced interventions, individuals may occasionally take the initiative and change their personal behaviour in response to their perceived risk of becoming infected. The risk perception framework was applied by \[[@CR3]\] to study the effect of human behaviour on both homogeneous and directed scale-free networks \[[@CR3]\]. In this framework, as a result of alertness to the disease, the probability of transmission of the disease due to contact between an infectious and a susceptible individual is multiplied by a factor of $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$A(s,k) = exp\left [-\left (H + J \frac{s} {k}\right )\right ]$$
\end{document}$$ where *s* is the number of the individual's infected connections and *k* is the degree of the connectivity of the network. The parameter *J* represents the 'local' or personal perception and determines how strongly the individual reacts to observing disease symptoms in his close contacts. The global awareness parameter *H* determines the awareness that an individual has gained from publicly available information or due to access to treatment and preventative measures. The probability that an individual becomes infected following contact with at least one of its infectious neighbours is modelled as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\lambda \left (s,k\right ) = 1 -{\left [1 - A\left (s,k\right )\tau \right ]}^{s}.$$
\end{document}$$ \[[@CR3]\] presented an additional approach to examining the effects of risk perception on a population. They showed that, for random networks and infectivity, there exists a critical value of the individual awareness *J*, above which it can prevent an epidemic outbreak.

Combining Community Structure and Risk Perception {#Sec7}
=================================================

Mean-field approach shows that, in the presence of several communities, a value of *J* higher than the critical value for the homogeneous case, is necessary to prevent a community from experiencing an epidemic. Since in a realistic situation the amount of precautions an individual can take are limited, a consequence of this result is that, in the presence of community interactions, even high awareness of the disease may be insufficient to prevent an epidemic. Different ethnic communities or communities in geographical regions (e.g., countryside versus city) may respond differently to an epidemic, so community models will provide a better fit to real situations \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. In \[[@CR19]\] the authors developed an epidemic prediction tool that uses a combination of geographical, demographic and housing information. We foresee that similar tools will have automatic update of the relevant information. Following \[[@CR18]\] we consider a network of N individuals described by five parameters: C is the number of communities; *n*(*X*) is the size of community X; *p* ~*i*~(*X*) is the probability of connection between nodes in community X; *p* ~*e*~(*X*) is the probability of connection between nodes in community X and the nodes of any other community; and *H*(*X*) the awareness of the disease in community X. We use ς to denote the set of all communities in the network. The first four parameters allow for variation in size and connectivity per community and are necessary for constructing a network of heterogeneous communities. The parameters *p* ~*i*~(*X*) and *p* ~*e*~(*X*) are chosen based on the required average internal and external connectivity per individual in each community. The *H*(*X*) parameter is only necessary when the communities modeled also have varying levels of risk perception. A common approach for generating networks to test community detection algorithms is the use of the planted l-partition model \[[@CR7], [@CR10]\]. The algorithm divides a set of N nodes into l equally sized groups according to two probabilities: *p* ~*in*~ is the probability of connection between nodes in the same group; *p* ~*out*~ is the probability of connection between nodes belonging to separate groups. Links are generated between all pairs of nodes according to these probabilities and the result is an Erdos-Renyi-like (ER) random network of *l* communities, provided that *p* ~*in*~ \> *p* ~*out*~. This approach generates a network of communities of varying sizes. The average connectivity in the resulting network is homogeneous for individuals within the same community but varies across communities. The communities exhibit the small-world property. Across communities, the average shortest path L is likely to be larger than within communities, due to the lower density of edges between communities.

The investigation of the effects of boundary nodes (i.e. nodes within a community with at least one external connection) is a common procedure when examining community structure in networks \[[@CR10]\]. In the case of non-overlapping communities, these nodes have a high betweenness centrality and represent the only means by which infection may travel between communities. In this model the probability of connection between two nodes, members of the communities X and V, respectively, is *p* ~*e*~(*X*)*p* ~*e*~(*V* ). The probability of a node in V not having a connection to any node in X is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$[1 - p_{e}(V )p_{e}(X)]n(X).$$
\end{document}$$

Thus, the expected number of boundary nodes in V, considering all communities in ς, is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$B_{V } = n(V )[1 -\prod\limits_{X\in \varsigma,X\neq V }{[1 - p_{e}(V )p_{e}(X)]}^{n(X)}]$$
\end{document}$$

An isolated community is simply an ER random graph. Let us consider for simplicity the case of the arrival of the infection from outside the community and not its subsequent spread. The set of parameters we need to consider are thus the community size n (the size of the infected outside world is *N* − *n*), the probability of external connectivity *p* ~*e*~ (*p* ~*e*~ = 1 for the outside world) and the awareness of the community H. The expected number of infections entering a susceptible community is simply the number of boundary nodes which would become infected. The probability of an individual becomes infected following contact with at least one of its infectious neighbours is given by equation above.

If B is the number of boundary nodes of the community, then the expected number of infections, for an individual with s infectious out of k total contacts, is simply λ(*s*, *k*)*B*. If we do not consider the local awareness and the outside world is completely infected we can simplify λ(*s*, *k*) to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$1 - {[1 - {e}^{-H}\tau ]}^{{k}^{out} }$$
\end{document}$ and we obtain
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$$y_{X}(k,i) = \sum\limits_{s=0}^{k}\left({k\atop s}\right)\lambda (s,< k_{ X} >){i}^{s}{(1 - i)}^{k-s}$$
\end{document}$$

where *y* ~*X*~(*k*, *i*) is the prevalence of the disease and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$< k_{X} >=< k_{X}^{in} >+ < k_{X}^{out} >$$
\end{document}$. Note that the force of infection *y* ~*X*~(*k*, *i*) considers the expected rate of infection over all possible neighbourhoods of any node in community X according to the current prevalence. Thus *y* ~*X*~(*k*, *i*) serves to replace the uniform mixing assumption with an approximation of the mixing between infective and susceptible individuals occurring across different parts of the network. Next, we define the fraction of infected individuals both within and outside of community X. The prevalence of the disease within the community X is
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$$i_{X}^{in} = \frac{I_{X}} {n(X)}$$
\end{document}$$

where *i* ~*X*~ denotes the number of infected individuals in X. The expected number of infected external acquaintances to the boundary nodes of community X is given by
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$$i_{X}^{out} = \frac{p_{e}(X)} {< k_{X}^{out} >}\sum\limits_{Y \in \varsigma,Y \neq X}p_{e}(Y )I_{Y }$$
\end{document}$$

Using these definitions we can write expressions for the force of infection experienced by both boundary and non-boundary nodes. If *S* ~*X*~ is the number of susceptible individuals of community X, the number of susceptible non-boundary nodes and the force of infection they experience are, respectively, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\begin{array}{rcl} \left (1 - \frac{B_{X}} {n(X)}\right )S_{X},\qquad y(< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in})& &\end{array}$$
\end{document}$$ and the number of susceptible boundary nodes which can acquire infection from either outside or inside the community, and the force of infection they experience are, respectively, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\begin{array}{rcl} \frac{B_{x}} {n(X)}S_{X},\qquad y(< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in}) + y(< k_{ X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out}) - y(< k_{ X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in})y(< k_{ X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out})& &\end{array}$$
\end{document}$$

Using the expressions defined above, the dynamics of community X can be described by the following ODEs: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\begin{array}{rcl} \frac{dS_{X}} {dt} & =& -\left [S_{X}\left (y\left (< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in}\right ) + \frac{B_{X}} {n(X)}\left [y(< k_{X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out})\right.\right.\right. \\ & & \quad \left.\left.\left.-y(< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in})y(< k_{ X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out})\right ]\right )\right ] \end{array}$$
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$$\begin{array}{rcl} \frac{dI_{X}} {dt} & =& -S_{X}\left (y\left (< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in}\right ) + \frac{B_{X}} {n(X)}\left [y(< k_{X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out})\right.\right. \\ & & \quad \left.\left.-y(< k_{X}^{in} >,i_{ X}^{in})y\left (< k_{ X}^{out} >,i_{ X}^{out}\right )\right ]\right ) - \alpha I_{ X} \end{array}$$
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$$\begin{array}{rcl} \frac{dR_{X}} {dt} & =& \alpha I_{X}\end{array}$$
\end{document}$$

For a population of C communities, C sets of three equations need to be solved simultaneously to approximate the disease dynamics, as the equations all depend on *i* ~*X*~ ^*out*^ which is defined according to the prevalence across all communities. We can remove this dependency by setting *i* ~*X*~ ^*out*^ = 0 for all communities, so that the external force of infection is *y*( \< *k* ~*X*~ ^*in*^ \> ) = 0, thus obtaining the dynamics of the disease if each community is isolated from the rest of the population.

This model has been implemented in an open software available from the authors that allow testing for different community structure, topologies of connections (variable boundaries), individual and community awareness *J*, *H* and modelling interventions. Using the mean-field approximation, \[[@CR18]\] showed that in the presence of interaction between communities, values of J higher than the critical value are necessary to prevent a community from experiencing an epidemic. Since in a realistic situation the amount of precautions an individual can take are limited, a consequence of this result is that, in the presence of community interactions, even high awareness of the disease may be insufficient to prevent an epidemic.

Applying a different transmission model to this framework is also possible. For example, if we wished to implement a susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) model we could easily do so by defining the mean period of time α for the exposed period, so that at every time step an individual in the exposed state becomes infected with probability 1 ∕ α. An important consideration might be to allow for the modelling of diseases with asymptomatic infectious cases, such as influenza. Asymptomatic individuals may still be infectious, although potentially less so than symptomatic cases.

At the microscale modelling, more efforts are needed to estimate better the effective reproduction number of seasonal versus pandemic disease and how the magnitude of this number is affected by both the presence of risky conditions because of health (e.g. the genetic structure) or behaviour of a community and the genetic diversity and the accumulation of mutations of the pathogen, particularly its antigenic evolution. At the macroscopic scale, the current economic crisis seems to produce relevant effects on the possibility of pandemic and seasonal diseases due to the toughened conditions for certain high-risk groups, including migrants, homeless persons, and prison populations that are particularly vulnerable to reductions in treatment access, quality of care due to drops in government spending \[[@CR28]\]. These groups show stress with increased high-risk behaviour, consumption of alcohol, tobacco, substance abuse and worse nutrition. Clearly a better description of the information acquisition dynamics and of heuristics involved in the decision making process for various communities would lead to better prediction.

The combining analysis of micro- and macroscales of an epidemic could provide an accurate estimate of the effective reproduction number of the disease. The aim of mitigation strategies is to reduce the effective reproduction number of the disease to a value close to or less than the epidemic threshold and thus prevent the disease from causing a large epidemic outbreak.

Recently Lio et al. \[[@CR20]\] have combined formal languages and hybrid modelling to model the use of different therapies between therapies following the spread of an epidemic. Important efforts are focused on developing multi-scale approaches of epidemics: from the intracellular signalling and the communication between cells which form the levels of the immune response, to the tissue and organs levels that form the level of the structural response variation induced by the disease and are at the core of therapies application, to the population levels where parameters are related to social contacts, economy, psychology, for instance the cost of the therapies and vaccination. Note that all scales of description are dependent on each other. Furthermore, usage of personal technology tools will increase the individual and community differences of awareness.

Future Risk and Awareness Management Through Self Monitoring Devices and Personal Genomics {#Sec8}
==========================================================================================

There is growing interest in using technological devices to continuously monitor one's own health. In the past these tools were used by people trying to lose weight or improve their fitness. Athletes and their coaches commonly make detailed notes on nutrition, training sessions, sleep and other variables. New technologies (e.g. wristbands for heart rate, sleep patterns, skin conductance) make it simpler than ever to gather and analyse personal data. Sensors have shrunk and become cheaper. In USA and Europe, quantified self conferences are showing people new ways to deal with medical problems or improve their quality of life with technology. For instance together with various signals such as heart rate, posture, motion and temperature, co-ordination, reaction times, memory and emotions could be monitored. Personal genomics will provide an estimate of the personal risk in an epidemics. Ultra-high-throughput sequencing strategies have now been used to sequence more than 10,000 full, individual human genomes. One of the clinical implication is the possibility to obtain an almost complete map of the antigenic coverage of each of us against existing and predicted (on genomic basis) epitopes of pathogens. The availability of personal genome sequences and antigenic response data will require the development of models that will incorporate such information. It is noteworthy that the price of sequencing is dropping quickly. This suggests that samples could be collected from mining sewage systems and spots like toilets in pubs, trains, airports or emergency rooms to monitor public health concerns, for example, flu outbreaks that can then be sent off for sequencing, allowing us to build an early alarm map over time of the arrival of pathogens. We can imagine this map to be consulted using a phone in the same way we now watch the weather forecasting map. The combination of personal genomics would provide useful information on the personal threat posed by the arising pathogen strain.
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